
Control Theory and PID control

My car has adaptive cruise control, meaning that it tries to hold a given speed unless there is a car in
front of it, at which point it tries to maintain a certain distance away from that car. In this case, it has some
optimal state (speed at 65mph, or 15 feet from the car in front of it), a sensor (a radar), and the ability to
increase or decrease force applied to the wheels with its actuators (the accelerator and brake). Its goal, then,
is to be as close as possible to that optimal state, by using those actuators, regardless of the influence of a
range of uncontrollable outside factors such as the behavior of the car in front, hills that it might be going
up or down, wind, etc.

It also has lane assist, where it tries to center the car in a lane. Again, it has an optimal state (exactly
in the middle of the lane), a sensor (cameras that tell it where lane lines are), and an actuator (the steering
wheel). There are still a wide variety of outside influences, such as the fact that roads turn.

Our robot (my car) needs to choose what to do with its actuators so that it stays close to its optimal
state, regardless of the outside, uncontrollable influences, without jerking me around (oscillating between
full throttle and full brake might keep me about the right distance away, but it’s not a good solution). This
all makes them examples of a control problem. The study of solving control problems is called control theory.

Control theory is generally thought of as an engineering discipline, as it often involves explicit modeling
of expected behavior of systems. This differs from reinforcement learning, in that in RL we generally
assume we cannot write equations describing the behavior of the system, and instead have to learn the
behavior of the system. RL can find better policies in more complex spaces with less user knowledge, but
requires a great deal of data and experience to train.

Control theory can get quite sophisticated! However, a remarkable percentage of control problems are
still solved with a very simple, safe, and effective approach called PID control.

PID Control

PID control starts with an error function E(st) that takes in the state of the car at timestep t and describes
how far off from the optimal state we are, and in which direction. For example, an error function for lane
assist might be the number of meters to the right of center the car is; a car too far to the right has a positive
error function, a car too far left has a negative error function, while a car in the perfect spot has an error
function of 0.

We’re going to assume the steering wheel position at timestep t (ut) can be described numerically, where
a large positive input is the wheel all the way to the right, and a large negative input puts the wheel all the
way to the left.

The first component of PID control is the proportional control. The idea is that if the error is positive, we
want a negative input. The more positive it is, the more negative an input we want to get the car back to
center quickly. So, we might define a negative number KP such that

ut = KPE(st).

Great! To be honest, that’s going to do most of our work. However, maybe you’re applying this when
there’s a constant strong wind from the left pushing you right. In this case, your output will consistently
have you a little bit to the right of center, as you’re not adjusting for this consistent force. So, we want to add
a term which says, if there’s a consistent error in one direction or another, add a little more control which
will counteract that. Of course, we identify consistent errors by talking about the integral of E. Normally,
this is approximated by summing up the value of E over the last few timesteps (n timesteps). So, we have
our integral portion to add:

ut = KPE(st) + KI

t

∑
i=t−n

E(si).

Finally, we might want to say, all that’s well and good, but our final consideration is that if we’re very
very rapidly approaching the center of the lane, we might want to start steering back before we have to
suddenly jerk the wheel to stay in the center. In other words, adjust the control input if we’re very quickly
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changing how close to the optimum we are. This, of course, is a derivative, approximated by subtracting
the error function from the previous time step from the error function from this timestep:

ut = KPE(st) + KI

t

∑
i=t−n

E(si) + KD (E(st)− E(st−1)) .

All you have to choose, then, is values of KP, KI , and KD that give you good performance. Bad values
can give you crazy oscillation. Good ones can give you a pleasingly smooth and comfortable solution.

Of these, the proportional component is the most important, and the derivative component is the least
important. In fact, many (most?) controllers just use 0 for KD. That’s a pretty good place to start unless it
seems you need it.
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